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Parallel performance tools offer the program developer insights into the execution behavior of an application
and are a valuable component in the cycle of application development and deployment. However, most tools
do not work well with large-scale parallel applications where the performance data generated comes from
thousands of processes. Not only can the data be difficult to manage and the analysis complex, but existing
performance display tools are mostly restricted to two dimensions and lack the customization and display
interaction to support full data investigation. In addition, it is increasingly important that performance tools
be able to function online, making it possible to control and adapt long-running applications based on
performance feedback. Again, large-scale parallelism complicates the online access and management of
performance data, and it may be desirable to integrate performance analysis and visualization in existing
computational steering infrastructures.
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The coupling of advanced three-dimensional visualization with large-scale, online performance data analysis
could enhance application performance evaluation. The challenge is to develop a framework where the
tedious work, such as access to the performance data and graphics rendering, is supported by the underlying
system, leaving tool developers to focus on the high level design of the analysis and visualization capabilities.
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Performance Data Integrator
The performance data integrator reads the performance
profile files, generated for each profile sample for each
thread, and merges the files into a single, synchronized
profile sample dataset. Each profile sample file is assigned
a sequence number and the whole dataset is sequenced and
timestamped. A socket-based protocol is maintained with
the performance data reader to inform it of the availability
of new profile samples and to coordinate dataset transfer.
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The performance data reader is implemented as a SCIRun
module. It inputs the merged profile sample dataset sent by
the data integrator and stores the dataset in an internal C++
object structure. A profile sample dataset is organized in a
tree-like manner according to TAU’s profile hierarchy:
node → context → thread → profile data
Each object in the profile tree has a set of attribute access
methods and a set of offspring access methods. These
methods are the interface for the performance analyzer.
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TAU Parallel Performance System
The TAU parallel performance system is an integrated toolkit
for performance instrumentation, measurement, analysis, and
visualization of large-scale parallel applications. TAU provides
robust support for multi-threaded, message passing, or mixedmode programs written in C, C++, Fortran 77/90, and OpenMP.
Multiple instrumentation options are available, including
automatic source instrumentation. The TAU measurement
system supports parallel profiling and tracing. It has been ported
to all ASCI platforms and is used extensively in ASCI code
development projects. TAU is being integrated in the Uintah
Computational Framework (UCF) and will be applied to
evaluation and optimization of UCF and C-SAFE simulations.
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Performance Analyzer
Performance analysis of the profile sample data can take
various forms. Using the access methods on the profile
tree object, all performance profile data, including crosssample data, is available for analysis. A library of
performance analysis modules can be developed, some
simple and others more sophisticated. We have
implemented two generic profile analysis modules:
Gen2DField and Gen3DField. The modules provide a
user control panel that allows them to be customized with
respect to the events, data values, number of samples, and
filter options. Ultimately, the output of the analysis
modules must be in a form that can be visualized. The
Gen2DField and Gen3DField modules are so named
because they produce 2D and 3D Field data, respectively.
SCIRun has different geometric meshes available for
Fields. We use an ImageMesh for 2D fields and a
PointCloudMesh for 3D fields.
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We designed and prototyped a system architecture for online performance access, analysis, and visualization
in a large-scale parallel environment. The architecture consists of four components. The performance data
integrator component is responsible for interfacing with a performance monitoring system to merge parallel
performance samples into a synchronous data stream for analysis. The performance data reader component
reads the external performance data into internal data structures of the analysis and visualization system. The
performance analyzer component provides the analysis developer a programmable framework for
constructing analysis modules that can be linked together for different functionality. The performance
visualizer component can also be programmed to create different display modules.
Our prototype is based on the TAU performance system, the Uintah computational framework, and the
SCIRun computational steering and visualization system. Parallel profile data from a Uintah simulation are
sampled and written to profile files during execution. A profile reader, implemented as a SCIRun module,
saves profile samples in SCIRun memory. SCIRun provides a programmable system for building and linking
the analysis and visualization components. We have developed two analysis modules and three visualization
modules to demonstrate how parallel profile data from large-scale Uintah applications are processed online.

Performance Visualizer
The role of the performance visualizer component is to read the Field objects generated from performance
analysis and show graphical representations of performance results. We have built three visualization modules
to demonstrate the display of 2D and 3D data fields. The Terrain visualizer shows ImageMesh data as a
surface. The user can select the resolution of the X and Y dimensions in the Terrain control panel. A
TerrainDenotator module was developed to mark interesting points in the visualization. A different display of
2D field data is produced by the KiviatTube visualizer. Here a “tube” surface is created where the distance of
points from the tube center axis is determine by metric values and the tube length correlates with the sample.
The visualization of PointCloudMesh data is accomplished by the PointCloud visualizer module. The SCIRun
program graph below shows how the data reader, analyzer, and visualizer modules are connected to process
parallel profile samples from a small Uintah testcase. A visualization from a 500 processor run follows.

